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1. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of digital cell phones, personal organizers, and wall-size augmented
surfaces, users expect to interact with computer systems both in the small and in the
large using multiple modalities. In addition, wireless connectivity offers new
opportunities for using interactive systems in different environments (e.g., at home, in
the street, at work) putting new demands on software functionalities such as context-
awareness and dynamic discovery of interaction resources. Meanwhile, design
principles, methods and development tools for interactive systems have been devised to
increase usability while reducing development costs. But today’s tools have just caught
up with the static “grey box” connected to the Ethernet. Although they have achieved a
high level of sophistication, current methods and tools make a number of implicit
assumptions. In general, implicit assumptions simplify implementation issues and
favour system performance. On the other hand, they are limiting factors for usability
and innovation when devising global smart spaces.

In this report, we propose an analysis towards the definition of a reference
framework for the software design and implementation of new interaction techniques
for global smart spaces. The document is structured in the following way: typical
examples of limitations in foundational tools such as windowing systems, are discussed
next in Section 2. Based on the analysis of state of the art user interfaces, we observe
that the notion of platform as exemplified by the standard workstation, must be revised
and extended. From there, we propose two complementary views on the problem:

. A system perspective (Sections 3 and 4) that concentrates on the software
foundations for the development of novel interactive systems. In Section 3, we
propose a formal definition for the notion of platform that fits the spirit of
ubiquitous computing. In Section 4, we suggest a number of requirements for the
low-level user interface software infrastructure that will replace current windowing
systems and toolkits: an Interaction Abstract  Machine (I-AM) that supports the
dynamic reconfiguration of the underlying physical infrastructure, as well as the
dynamic distribution of user interfaces across multiple interaction resources ;

. A user-centered perspective (Sections 5 and 6) that concentrates on the definition of
an ontology for supporting the analysis and invention of new interaction techniques
on top of the software foundations analysed from the system perspective. In section
5, we outline a first version of the ontology that we illustrate in Section 6 with the
GLOSS scenario and the GLOSS multi-surface demonstrator.

2. LIMITING FACTORS IN CURRENT FOUNDATIONAL TOOLS

The development of new types of user interfaces is limited by the simplicity of the
models that current windowing systems maintain for both output and input devices. For
output, windows models are screen centric and screens topology is too simplistic to
support users’ requirements for global smart spaces. As for input, windowing systems
are unable to support multiple input device instances of the same class. These issues are
discussed next in more detail.
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2.1. SCREEN CENTRICITY OF WINDOWS MODELS

Windowing systems model windows as rectangular drawables whose borders are
constrained to be parallel to that of the display. This model is based on the assumption
that users keep facing a vertical screen. With the proliferation of video beamers, it is
popular to project window contents on horizontal surfaces such as tables. In this
situation, users should be able to rotate windows so that everyone sitting around the
horizontal surface can share window contents without twisting their neck. Today,
rotating windows and user interfaces (as in the GLOSS multi-surface demonstrator)
must be implemented from scratch from low-level graphics primitives. Jazz/PAD++,
implemented in Java2D, is a toolkit that offers the basics for implementing rotating,
zoomable user interfaces [Bederson 00].

2.2.  LIMITED TOPOLOGY FOR SUPPORTING MULTIPLE DISPLAY SURFACES

Windowing systems are able to support a limited number of screens provided that the
display surfaces are kept vertical and facing the user. In addition, the relative location of
the display screens must be set up by the user through dedicated system forms. In other
words, the system is unable to discover the position of the display surfaces relative to
each other and to the user. As a result, the user is in charge of additional articulatory
tasks.

Again, because they are screen-centric, windowing systems do not support
topologies that include the surrounding environment (e.g., walls, tables, users’ location
with respect to the display surfaces, etc.). However, for many novel interactive systems,
the topology of the rendering surfaces matters. For example, in Built-IT [Rauterberg 98]
and Rekimoto’s augmented surfaces [Rekimoto 99], objects are represented as 3D
graphics interactors on laptops, whereas 2D rendering is used for objects placed on a
horizontal surface. In these examples, orientation of the rendering surfaces relative to
the user (e.g., “horizontal” and “vertical”) determines the nature of the output
modalities. Therefore, applications must have access to the 3D topology of the
rendering surfaces.

2.3.  SINGLE INSTANCE FOR EACH CLASS OF INPUT DEVICES

In current windowing systems, the reference workstation is supposed to have one
single mouse and keyboard. On systems such as MacOS, it is possible to plug two
physical mice. Unfortunately, they are linked to the same interruption level and are
modelled by the event manager as a device type, not as a device instance identifier. As a
result, multi-user applications such as MMM [Bier 92] and Kidpad [Benford 00] whose
users share the same screen with multiple mice, require the underlying toolkit and event
manager to be revisited as in MID [Hourcade 99].

Mouse, keyboard and stylus are designed to serve as input devices. Today, pocket-
size computers can also play the role of input devices. For example, in Pebbles [Myers
98], PDA’s are used to control information displayed on wall-mounted electronic
boards. Again, current windowing systems are unable to view another computer as an
interaction device.

Although MID and Pebbles are significant improvement over current windowing
systems, they make the implicit assumption that input devices are statically connected to
a single computer. It is not possible to dynamically shift input devices between a set of
computers, based, for instance, on geographical proximity.
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2.4.  SYNTHESIS

Our brief analysis shows that windowing systems, which set the foundations for user
interface technology, primarily address the development of user interfaces confined to a
single PC, with limited models for display surfaces and input devices. At the opposite,
the state of the art shows that some user interfaces are aimed at simple platforms such as
laptops and PDA’s, while others, such as I-land [Streitz 99] and Rekimoto’s augmented
surfaces, require the aggregation of multiple computers. In addition, input and output
devices can be connected to, or disconnected from, a computer at any time. We
synthesize the variety of situations with our notion of platform.

3. THE PLATFORM REVISITED

Our notion of platform aims at covering both system and user-centered concerns: a
platform is modelled in terms of resources, which in turn, determine the way
information is computed, transmitted, rendered, and manipulated by users. Examples of
resources include memory size, network bandwidth, and input and output interaction
devices. In the context of our discussion, input and output interaction devices are called
interaction resources. Resources motivate the choice for the set of input and output
modalities and, for each modality, the amount of information made available to users.

3.1. DEFINITIONS

We need to consider elementary platforms (which are built from core resources and
extension resources) and clusters of platforms.

An elementary platform is a set of physical and software resources that function
together to form a working computational unit whose state can be observed and/or
modified by a human user. None of these resources per se is able to provide the user
with observable and/or modifiable computational function. A personal computer, a
PDA, or a mobile phone, are elementary platforms. On the other hand, resources such as
processors, central and secondary memories, input and output interaction devices,
sensors, and software drivers, are unable, individually, to provide the user with
functions to observe and/or modify the system state.

Some resources are packaged together as an immutable configuration called a core
configuration. For example, a laptop, which is composed of a fixed configuration of
resources, is a core configuration. The resources that form a core configuration are core
resources. Other resources such as external displays, sensors, keyboards and mice, can
be bound to (and unbound from) a core configuration at will. They are extension
resources.

A cluster is a composition of elementary platforms. The cluster is homogeneous
when it is composed of elementary platforms of the same class. For example, DynaWall
is an homogenous cluster composed of three electronic white boards [Streitz 99]. The
cluster is heterogeneous when different types of platforms are combined together as in
Rekimoto’s augmented surfaces and our own work in GLOSS (see section 6).

3.2. FORMAL DEFINITIONS

More formally, let

. C be the set of core configurations
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. E be the set of extension resources

. C', C" ≠ {}: C'⊂  C and C" = C – C'

. E', E": E'⊂  E and E" = E – E'

. c1, …, cn ∈ C , e1, …, em ∈ E for n ∈ N*, m ∈ N

. Operational be a predicate over a set of resources that returns true when this set
forms a working computational artefact whose state can be observed and/or
modified by a human user.

A platform is composed of a set of core and extension resources which, connected
together, form a working computational artefact whose state can be observed and/or
modified by a human user:

P = { c1, …, cn } ∪ { e1, …, em } and Operational (P)

P is an elementary platform if and only if:

¬∃  C', E', C", E": Operational (C' ∪ E') and Operational (C" ∪ E").

In other words, P is an elementary platform if it not possible to build two platforms
from the set of resources that constitute P.

P is a cluster if it is possible to compose multiple platforms from the set of resources
that constitute P:

∃ C', E', C", E": Operational (C' ∪ E') and Operational (C" ∪ E").

Note that:

A core configuration is not necessarily Operational. For example, the Intel Personal
Server, a Bluetooth-enabled micro-drive with no interaction device, is a core
configuration but not an elementary platform: its state cannot be observed nor modified
until it wirelessly connects to extension resources such as a display and/or a keyboard
[Want 01]. On the other hand, a laptop is an elementary platform even when augmented
with extension resources such as a second mouse and sensors. Similarly, Rekimoto’s
data tiles form an elementary platform that can be dynamically extended by placing
physical transparent tiles on a tray composed of an LCD flat screen display [Rekimoto
01].

To our knowledge, design tools for user interfaces address elementary platforms only
whose configuration is known at the design stage. Clusters are not addressed. As for
implementation, software infrastructures such as BEACH, have been developed to
support clusters built from an homogeneous set of core resources (i.e., PC’s) connected
to a varying number of screens [Tandler 01]. BEACH provides the programmer with a
single logical output display mapped onto multiple physical displays. It does not
address the dynamic connection of input devices. On the other hand, MID addresses the
dynamic connection of multiple input devices but it does so for a single core
configuration. Similarly, Pebbles allows the dynamic connection of multiple PDA’s to a
single core configuration. In summary, none of the current infrastructures addresses the
dynamic configuration of clusters, including the discovery of both input and output
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interaction resources. The architecture developed for iRoom [Winograd 01] and
EasyLiving [Brumitt 01] as well as our concept of Interaction Abstract Machine (I-
AM), presented next, are attempts to address these issues.

4. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INTERACTION ABSTRACT

MACHINE

An Interaction Abstract Machine (I-AM) can be viewed as an extension of current
windowing systems and toolkits to cover both elementary platforms and clusters of
platforms. The role of an I-AM is to provide developers with a uniform view of clusters
and elementary platforms in the form of a single logical dynamic space of interaction
resources.  As for the basics in traditional user interface technology, I-AM includes a
windowing layer and a toolkit level. We successively present the functional
requirements for these two levels. In the following discussion, the term “platform”
denotes either an elementary platform or a cluster.

4.1. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE “WINDOWING LEVEL” OF I-AM

At the lowest level of abstraction, I-AM, just like any windowing system, must hide
the functioning of the physical platform. In other words, I-AM must provide the user
interface developer (or higher level functional layers) with a uniform logical space
composed of any class and number of interaction resources. These resources are part of
a dynamic platform, i.e., a platform whose set of resources and configuration may vary
over time.

Although hiding is desirable, I-AM must make available the characteristics of the
physical configuration. Continuous access to these characteristics provides the
foundations for the sound adaptation of the user interface as the platform evolves. The
characteristics of the platform resources will be presented in the framework discussed in
Section 5. One can refer to [Thevenin et al. 01, Calvary 02] for the presentation of a
reference framework that addresses user interface plasticity. (A user interface is plastic
when it supports multiple types of users, platforms and environments while preserving
usability.)

Because, interaction resources vary both in terms of classes and instances, I-AM
must be able to provide each resource with a unique class and instance ID. Because
extension resources can be “plugged” and “unplugged” at will, I-AM must include
mechanisms for resource discovery. Interaction resources tend to go wireless and can
easily be moved around. Therefore, proximity detection and orientation are two basic
spatial services that I-AM must offer. These services are required in order for I-AM to
maintain an operational topology.

The topology of the interaction resources defines their physical configuration in a 3-
D space. It includes:

. The spatial relationships between the output interaction resources of the platform
(for example, the relative position of a table and a wall used for information
rendering),

. The spatial relationships between the input interaction resources (for example, the
relative position of two pointing devices),
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. The spatial relationships between the input and output interaction resources of the
system (for example, the proximity of a mouse with a screen),

. the spatial relationships between the interaction resources and the users currently
using (or near by) the system. Knowledge about the users’ location relative to the
interaction resources allows higher software levels to render information in the
appropriate form and location. For example, information projected on a round table
could automatically be oriented towards the user as in the GLOSS multi-surface
demonstrator.

For graphic output, the reference coordinates should be dynamically modified to fit
the application requirements. It can no longer be the static top left corner of a graphics
display!

And finally, any change in the topology must be reflected to the upper software
layers. An event-based model, which has proven appropriate for basic user interface
software, is a good option. Roughly speaking, the event set of current windowing
systems needs to be extended to cover a 3D topology of a dynamic set of interaction
devices and users. Similarly, the basic concepts such as that of drawables and input and
output devices need to be revised to address generality.

4.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR THE “TOOLKIT LEVEL” OF I-AM

At the toolkit level, the interactors that compose the user interface of a particular
application (whatever an application is within the “ubicomp” world) may be distributed
across the interaction resources of a platform. In addition, the platform, whether it be
elementary or a cluster, may evolve dynamically: new interaction resources may arrive
while other may be suppressed. As a result, interactors may have to migrate between
interaction resources.

As shown in Figure 1, we propose to characterize distribution and migration of user
interfaces using different levels of granularity.

Figure 1. Granularity for the distribution and migration of user interfaces.

The granularity for distribution may vary from application level to pixel level:

. Distribution at Application level: the user interface is fully replicated on the
elementary platforms that compose the cluster. If the cluster is heterogeneous, then
each platform runs a specific targeted user interface initialised, for example, from a
pre-computed user interface [Thevenin et al. 01]. A pre-computed user-interface is a
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user interface that fits the interaction resources of a single target elementary
platform. All of these user interfaces, however, cover the same functional core (i.e.,
the software components that implement the domain-dependent concepts and
functions [Arch 92]). For example, the museum guide system developed by [Paternò
02] supports the visit of museum exhibits on a workstation, on a PDA and a cell
phone. The user interfaces generated for workstations, PDA’s and Cell phones share
the museum data base.

. Distribution at Workspace level: the user interface components that can be
distributed are workspaces. A workspace groups together a collection of interactors
that support the execution of a set of logically connected tasks. In graphical user
interfaces, a workspace is mapped onto the notion of window. The painter metaphor
presented in Rekimoto’s pick and drop [Rekimoto 97], is an example of distribution
at the workspace level: tools are presented on a PDA whereas the drawing area is
mapped onto a white board.

. Distribution at Domain concept level: the user interface components that can be
distributed between platforms are interactors that render domain concepts. For
example, in Rekimoto’s augmented surfaces, domain concepts, such as the
armchairs and sofas of an electronic furniture catalogue, can be distributed between
laptops and the horizontal and vertical surfaces of a table and a wall.

. Distribution at Pixel level: any user interface component can be partitioned across
multiple platforms. For example, in I-land, a window may lie over two contiguous
white boards simultaneously. When the cluster is heterogeneous, designers need to
consider multiple sources of disruption. For example, how to represent a window
the content of which lies across a white board and a PDA?

Whatever the granularity of distribution may be, allocating user interface
components to interaction resources may be performed statically or at run time. For
example, in the painter metaphor, the distribution of the workspaces is static (the tools
palettes are kept on the PDA and the drawing area is permanently allocated to the wall-
size display). On the contrary, in Rekimoto’s augmented surfaces, distribution at the
domain concepts level is dynamic.

Dynamic distribution implies the migration of parts, or whole, of the user interface.
In turn, migration raises the issue of state recovery and plasticity. From the user’s
perspective, state recovery may be performed at multiple grains: at the session level, at
the task level, or at the physical action level.

. Migration at Session level. A session is defined as the set of activities performed
between the instant the user launches and quits the system. State recovery at the
session level implies that the migration of the user interface can occur between
sessions only. It also implies a static distribution of the user interface.

. Migration at Task level. State recovery at the task level means that migration can
occur safely on task boundaries only. If migration is performed in the middle of a
task, this task has to be resumed from scratch once migration is completed. Deeper
the task is in the task tree description, more to be redone for the user. Typically, a
compound task (whose completion is reached when its subtasks are completed) is
more expensive to redo than an elementary task (which is decomposed into physical
actions).
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. Migration at Physical action level. A physical action corresponds to a user’s act
performed on an input device (e.g., key press, mouse click). State recovery at the
physical action level means that migration can occur on physical action boundaries.
For example, a user can start a task, provoke the migration of the user interface, then
carry on the task as if no migration happened. The physical action level of migration
corresponds to a strong requirement for mobile activities where interruption, as in
healthcare, is not an exception but the norm [Christensen 2002]. The “pixel level”
distribution of I-land supports “physical action level” migration.

The distribution and migration of user interfaces raise two important technical issues:
1) the necessity for low-level mechanisms to ensure code migration and state recovery
at multiple grains, and 2) support for the development of dynamic plastic user
interfaces: as they migrate, parts (or whole) of the user interface must adapt to the target
interaction resources.  Plasticity is a very complex problem not addressed in GLOSS. A
framework for supporting plasticity was first outlined by UJF [Thevenin 99, Thevenin
01]. It is currently refined within the CAMELEON European project
(http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/cameleon.html) [Calvary 02] whose UJF is a partner. On the
other hand, code migration and state recovery is relevant to the GLOSS consortium.
Clearly, our analysis of the requirements for I-AM brings forward the
complementarities of the results of the two projects.

4.3 SYNTHESIS

Based on our experience and on the analysis of state of the art user interfaces, we
propose to revisit the foundational software currently available for the development of
user interfaces in order to support innovation in the ubicomp world. Inspired from
sound models such as X Window, we suggest I-AM as a two-layer machine that:

. Extends current models to support any number of classes and instances of input and
output interaction resources,

. Introduces new concepts such as the 3-D topology of interaction resources and
users,

. Relies on low-level system mechanisms such as resource discovery, state recovery
and code migration,

. Feeds into the difficult problem of plastic user interfaces.

I-AM is currently under specification. A prospective version of I-AM has been
developed for the September 2002 GLOSS demonstrator as a first step towards sound
specifications (Cf. Annex 1 for implementation details).

So far, we have covered the system perspective of multi-surface interaction with the
notion of platform and its foundational software, the I-AM, on top of which multi-
surface user interfaces can be built. We need now to consider a user-centred design
perspective with a preliminary ontology for characterizing and reasoning about multi-
surface interaction.
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5. INITIAL ONTOLOGY FOR CHARACTERIZING MULTI-
SURFACE INTERACTION

A first step towards the emergence of a discipline (or of a research domain) is to
elucidate the nature of the problems addressed in the discipline. One approach to reach
this understanding is to elaborate taxonomic spaces, which in turn, provide a systematic
structure for reasoning. Like models, taxonomic spaces serve a specific purpose. In the
context of the GLOSS project, the goal is to model interaction in global smart spaces in
a way that it can be captured in the software design and development of foundational
software such as an I-AM. This is the purpose of our ontology for multi-surface
interaction. First, we discuss the concept of multi-surface interaction. We then present
the components of the ontology.

5.1. MULTI-SURFACE INTERACTION

We introduce the term multi-surface interaction  to denote a new way to see human
interaction in a world where digital and tangible “things” are combined to form another
reality. In this world, surfaces play a predominant role: in architecture, they structure
the space into places. In computing technology, screens are the most frequent conduits
for rendering information. Any artifact has a shape that can be comprehended via the
surface it offers. Because digital computation is a powerful means for “crunching”
information, we are interested in bringing together physical surfaces with digital
information. By doing so, we obtain information surfaces. But information surfaces are
interesting for humanity only if humans can manipulate them. Manipulation coupled
with observation form the essence of interaction. By which we justify the term “multi-
surface interaction”.

5.2. COMPONENTS OF THE ONTOLOGY

Referring back to our system perspective, a platform is viewed as a dynamic
collection of resources. Among these, are interaction resources. We use interaction
resources as the conceptual joints between the system perspective of our notion of
platform and the user-centered perspective of our ontology for multi-surface interaction.

Figure 2. The components of the ontology for multi-surface interaction.

Figures 2 and 3 make explicit the components of the ontology. Interaction resources
serve as mediators between an artificial actor (e.g., a ubicomp system) and a natural
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actor (e.g., a user or a cat). An interaction resource may serve as an instrument or as a
surface. As an instrument, an interaction resource facilitates (mediates) the actions of an
actor. As a surface, the outmost boundary of a physical artifact serves as a recipient for
making information observable to an actor.

Figure 3. Ontology for multi-surface interaction.

An actor, whether it be natural or artificial, refers to the set of resources necessary to
perform computation. In the following discussion, we will not refine computational
resources any further. Actors have actuators to modify the state of an interaction
resource, and have sensors to observe the state of interaction resources. Actors draw
upon informational content for performing their computation. The content of a surface
denotes the information that artificial and natural actors have in common. Actors and
Interaction resources are members of a topology (Cf. discussion about the I-AM
requirements for topology).

We observe that, for a human actor, the “actor-actuator-sensor-content”
decomposition maps directly with the “cognitive-motor-perception-memory” structure
of the Model Human Processor [Card 83].

Relations “acts on” and “observes” denote the existence of privileged links whose
quality depends on the characteristics and properties of the interaction resources, i.e.,
the surfaces and the instruments. These are discussed next.

5.3. SURFACES

As shown in Figure 3, an actor may use a surface as an observation surface or as
an action surface. Surfaces have attributes which, in turn, induce a number of user-
centred properties useful for example, in a design rationale approach [Maclean 95,
Moran 96].

Observation and action surfaces of an actor. For an actor:

. An observation surface is a subset of a surface that this actor can observe (or
observes effectively) with its sensors.
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. An action surface is a subset of a surface that this actor can act on (or acts on
effectively) with its actuators.

As an example, let us consider the table of the multi-surface GLOSS demonstrator
shown in Figure 5.1. The surface is a plastic woodcut in which an off-the shelf white
board has been incrusted. The sensor of the GLOSS system actor is a video-camera that
looks over the table and the actuator is a video-projector that projects information on the
table (see Figure 5.2). In this particular setting, the observation surface of the GLOSS
actor corresponds to the white board, whereas its action surface is a circular area within
the white board. For the human actor, on the other hand, the observation and action
surfaces are equal and cover the table surface.

Spatial relationships. As shown by the UML diagram in Figure 3, observation and
action surfaces, which are a kind of surface, are members of a topology. Reasoning on
the spatial relationships between surfaces may provide useful insights on the design
space. In particular, the framework suggests the analysis of intra-actor and inter-actor
surfaces relationships as well as the alterability of these relations over time. In
particular, one needs to consider:

. Relationships between a surface, the observation and action surfaces of an actor,

. Relationships between the set of observation surfaces,

. Relationships between the set of action surfaces,

. Relationships between an observation surface of an actor with an action surface of
another actor.

Set theory provides a useful foundation for reasoning about the spatial relationships
between surfaces.  Typically, an empty intersection between the action and observation
surfaces of a human actor, denotes a source of discontinuity which, in turn, should
trigger alternative design options.  Using the table of the GLOSS demonstrator as
another example, the user’s observation surface and the user’s action surface (which
both cover the table) include the GLOSS observation surface. In turn, the GLOSS
observation surface includes its own action surface. This situation triggers a number of
design issues: first, the user has to understand that the wooden-look plastic area of the
table cannot be used to interact with the GLOSS actor, that actions in the white board
area are observed by the system although the system is unable to provide him with any
graphic feedback when actions occur outside the circular area (since feedback cannot be
produced, by definition, outside the action area). Therefore, another surface or another
modality such as sound, must be used to provide feedback, or else the relationships
between the surface and the observation and action surfaces must be revisited.

Attributes of a surface.Our list of attributes is not exhaustive. So far, we have identified
the following items from which a number of properties can be derived:

. Shape: e.g., rectangular, spherical, etc.

. Size: measures the extent of the shape

. Weight: measures the mass of the surface

. Observation: the sensory system needed to observe the content of the surface (e.g.,
graphic, sonic)
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. Action: actions that can be performed on the surface (e.g., writing digital, writing
physical, grasping, folding, etc.)

. Material: the substance(s) the surface is made of, the texture that results from the
substance.

. Social role: e.g., private, semi-private, public.

Attributes of relationships between surfaces. Spatial relationships between surfaces can
be characterized with degrees of coupling and affinity.

. The degree of coupling of spatial relationships expresses the spatial dependency
between the related surfaces. Tight coupling implies that moving one surface
implies moving another one. For example, in the current implementation of the
GLOSS table, the GLOSS system is not able to maintain a tight coupling between
the table surface and its own observation and action surfaces. As a result, coupling
must be maintained by human actors. As another example, in modern classrooms,
blackboards are comprised of several panes that can be moved up and down as
needed. Professors frequently project prepared slides on such boards that they
augment opportunistically by writing on the board with ink-pens. When they scroll
the board, the ink inscriptions are scrolled but not the projected slide. In this setting,
the user’s action surface and the system’s action surface are decoupled.

. Affinity between surfaces expresses their inherent attraction. Affinity may be based
on similarity in shape and size. For example, one can make a bigger computer
screen from a mosaic of PDA’s screens. Alternatively, affinity between surfaces
may be based on the complementarity of their attributes as in the Painter metaphor
(i.e., a PDA in the hand coupled with a wall-size screen).

Properties of a surface.  As for attributes, our list of surfaces properties is uncompleted.
It is intended to show how the ontology feeds into the design process, and from there,
into the design of sound foundational software for the development of ubicomp user
interfaces. (Technically, these properties can be modeled as attributes and exploited at
run time by the system.)

. Mobility: capacity of the surface to be moved. A lightweight surface can be moved
around by a human actor. A lightweight small size surface can be carried in the
hand. If so, it may be used as an instrument as well.

. Rigidity: the shape of a surface made from plastic material can change. Paper can be
fold, cut, etc.

. Homogeneity: this property can be inferred from the material it is made of. An
heterogeneous surface such as the GLOSS demonstrator table, may afford
interesting behavior: an area for scribbling (e.g., the white board), an area for piling
up private paper documents (e.g., the wooden-look plastic area), an area for acting
on shared digital data, etc.

. Writa-bility: capacity of the surface to be modified with “write actions. This
property helps reasoning about situation such as: it is not correct to “write physical”
on a public wall; it is not easy to write physical on a rough surface.

. Observability: it is not easy to read/hear a reflecting surface or a surface whose
original shape can been changed (e.g., folded).

. Reachability: a surface may be too high or too low to be acted on.
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5.4. INSTRUMENTS

An instrument is a physical object that allows actors to act on surfaces. Our analysis
of instruments is pretty preliminary and must be pursued starting from Card et al. theory
of input devices [Card 90].

Attributes of an instrument. As for a surface, an instrument has a:

. Shape: e.g., rectangular, spherical, etc.

. Size: measures the extent of the shape

. Weight: measures the mass of the instrument

. Action: actions that the instrument permits (e.g., writing digital, writing physical,
selecting digital, selecting physical, etc.)

. Material: the substance(s) it is made of. Has an impact on rigidity.

. Social role: e.g., private, semi-private, public.

Properties of an instrument.

. Adequacy. Capacity of the instrument to support actors’ actions. It is further refined
into criteria that depend on the nature of the actions it permits. For example,
stability and precision are important properties for instruments used for pointing.

. Maniability. Shape, size, weight and material have an impact on the maniability of
the instrument.

. Rigidity. When non rigid, the shape of the instrument can be exploited as a powerful
means for semantic actions. Conversely, rigidity is desirable for ergotic actions
[Cadoz 92 ] (i.e., actions where energy is needed and transferred to transform the
state of another object as in sticking a nail).

Attributes of relationships between instruments. As for surfaces, spatial relationships
between instruments can be characterized with degrees of coupling and affinity. For
example, in the MagicTable, an augmented table developed by UJF [Crowley 00],
round shaped cardboard tokens are used as instruments to select, resize, rotate and move
digital objects on a white surface (see Figure 4). Two tokens are dynamically coupled to
perform select, resize and rotate actions, while a single token is used for move actions.
Affinity expresses the capacity of instruments to “work” together, either by similarity or
by complementarity.

Note that:

. Coupling and affinity apply as well to relationships between instruments and
surfaces, between instruments and sensors, between surfaces and sensors, etc.

. Attributes, properties and relationships of the components of the ontology, the
existence itself of components may vary. The absence or presence of dynamicity
(i.e., alterability of immutability) is an orthogonal dimension that must be
considered by designers.
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Figure 4. The Magic Table. On the left, the human actor is rotating a digital object with
two tightly coupled cardboard tokens. On the right, one token is enough to move a
digital object. Demo available at http://iihm.imag.fr/demos/magicboard/

We now illustrate the elements of our framework with the GLOSS scenario and
the GLOSS multi-surface demonstrator.

6 ILLUSTRATION

6.1 THE GLOSS SCENARIO

A full description of the GLOSS scenario and storyboard can be found in
[Bevilacqua 02] as well as on the GLOSS BSCW server. Here, we present extracts that
are relevant to our discussion. The scenario describes a day in the life of Bob.

Bob is an architect who lives in Brussels. His plan for the day is to travel to Paris by
train and have a business lunch with his colleague Jane. While in Paris, he hopes to see
a bit of the city since he has never been there before. In the afternoon, he will take the
train back to Brussels.

Scenario background: Bob drives to the train station. When
reaching the parking lot, Bob’s parking request and profile are
automatically transferred from the PDA to the Parking lot. (The
PDA acts as Bob’s train ticket.) The PDA shows that the
parking space is reserved for 10 hours.

Analysis:

Dynamic heterogeneous cluster. While Bob is driving to the
train station, he has available an elementary platform: the PDA
(or possibly a cluster composed of the PDA and the cluster
embedded in the car). When reaching the parking lot, Bob
interacts with a cluster that includes the platform of the parking
lot (observable as a kiosk) and the PDA (and possibly the car
cluster) that automatically connects to the parking lot.
Reconfiguration of the cluster is based on proximity detection.

Static distribution of the user interface at the workspace level.

Two interaction surfaces (i.e., the screen of the kiosk and that
of the PDA) with distinct characteristics and properties (one is
not movable and semi-private, the other one is graspable and
private). The system action surfaces match the user’s
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private). The system action surfaces match the user’s
observation surfaces. However, the topology of the surface
implies that the user cannot attend all of his observation
surfaces simultaneously. Therefore, while looking at the PDA,
Bob can’t read the kiosk screen.

. 

Scenario background: Bob is inside the train station. As he is
walking close to an active wall, he is presented a message
relevant to his trip in Paris.

Analysis:

Static cluster: that of the train station.

Static distribution  of the user interface at the workspace level.
(Bob may walk by another active wall)

One interaction, non movable, public, surface. The system
action surface matches the user’s observation surface. The user
has no action surface.

Proximity detection and user identification.

Scenario background: Bob is in Paris looking for his way.

Analysis.

Dynamic heterogeneous cluster. Reconfiguration of the cluster
is based on proximity detection.

Dynamic distribution of the user interface at the domain
concept level.

Two interaction surfaces (i.e., the screen of the map and that of
the PDA) with distinct characteristics and properties (one is not
movable and public, the other one is graspable and private).
The system action surfaces match the user’s observation
surfaces. The topology of these surfaces is more appropriate
than that at the entrance of the parking lot. The user’s action
surface belongs to a private interaction surface, which makes
sense in a public space.

6.2 THE GLOSS MULTI-SURFACE DEMONSTRATOR (VERSION 0)

The GLOSS multi-surface demonstrator presented at the September 2002 DC-
Jamboree is an instantiation of the “GLOSS-enabled café” sequence of the GLOSS
storyboard. It serves two complementary purposes:

. As a test-bed for identifying the software requirements of an Interaction Abstract
Machine.

. As a generative tool for envisioning new user-centered requirements starting from a
running (although imperfect) system.

Therefore, in the current stage of the development process, the demonstrator should
not be viewed as sound innovation for interaction. It is a working tool that supports our
approach to the design of sound software for the design and development of sound
innovative interaction techniques. Although we have paid attention to the basic
properties of user interfaces such as observability, predictability, latency, etc. [Gram
96], using heuristic evaluation, the demonstrator falls short in a number of ways. In
particular,
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. A number of pragmatic contextual issues (such as multiple users, or the use of a
laser pointer as a pointing device in a public area) have been ignored,

. Laser pointers with computers have been largely unsuccessful when precision is
required over small targets. But as demonstrated by Myers et al. [Myers 02], it is
convenient to be able to point to things across a room provided that precision is not
required.

. The size and shape of the “home-made” GLOSS clicker for augmented tables have
not been tested with end-users and will be revisited if time permits,

. An innovative multi-scale interactor that combines the representation and
manipulation of the GLOSS concepts (i.e., trail, hearsay, radar) has not been
addressed.

These issues will be our concern in the next step of the development process.

6.2.1 GENERAL SETTING

Figure 5.1 to 5.5 illustrate the main features of the demonstrator. As shown in Figure
5.1, the user interacts with multiple surfaces (a public wall, a semi-private table and a
private PDA) using wireless input devices. Two video-projectors (actuators) provide
digital information on the wall and the table respectively (see Figure 5.2). All of the
instruments are wireless and are simultaneously available. They include:

. Two instruments for pointing action: a laser pointer to select information across a
room (cf. Figure 5.1), and the GLOSS clicker to manipulate information on the table
(cf. Figures 5.3, 5.4). Two video cameras (sensors) detect and track the laser beam
and the GLOSS clicker in real time (see Figure 5.2).

. Two instruments for character typing actions: a digital keyboard projected on the
table in conjunction with a pointing instrument (see Figure 5.4,) and the stylus
coupled with the tactile surface of the PDA.

Figure 5.1. The user interacts
with multiple surfaces (a
public wall, a semi-private
table and a private PDA) using
wireless instruments.
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Figure 5.2. Our typical
system actuators (video-
projectors) and system sensors
(cameras) for augmenting real
world tables and walls. A
camera is used for tracking
real world objects (e.g., the
laser beam and the LED of the
GLOSS clicker). A second
one (not used in the
demonstrator) scans the
content of the observed
surface at multiple levels of
resolution.

Figure 5.3. The GLOSS
clicker. A wireless “home
made” pointing instrument
that includes a press button
and a LED mounted on top of
a 2x4cm foam box wrapped
with paper. Power is provided
by a small battery embedded
in the foam box.

The LED lights up as long as
the button is pressed. The red
light is detected and tracked in
real time with computer vision
using the pixels whose
intensity is the highest.

Figure 5.4 . Entering text with
the digital keyboard coupled
with the GLOSS clicker.
Although our vision tracker is
able to support multiple
targets simultaneously, finger
tracking is not robust enough
to be used in unstable light
conditions.
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Figure 5.5. A rotary user
interface. The user interface
orients itself towards the point
selected in the white ring area.
On click detection, the content
of the UI shown here, will
face the user (with no
transition feedback, at the time
of this writing).

Having described the general apparatus of the GLOSS multi-surface demonstrator,
we need now to describe the user’s task in relation to the GLOSS scenario.

6.2.2 THE USER’S TASK

Bob is in the GLOSS enabled café in Paris. He is sitting at the table sipping
coffee. At some point, he notices that postcards are displayed on the wall by themes (see
Figure 6.1): Paris by nights, Museums, etc. He decides to send a postcard and to
proceed with his SMS messages. He selects the monuments of Paris using the laser
pointer. Then, on the table, he browses through the postcards of the theme with the
GLOSS clicker, picks one of them, starts writing the postcard with the digital keyboard,
then switches to the PDA (because it is a faster way to input text), sends the postcard to
his friend, saves some postcards on his PDA that he can retrieve later on. Figures 6.2 to
6.5 illustrate the sequence.

At any time, the user can switch to a different workspace by selecting the
appropriate thumbnail: the SMS workspace, the trail workspace, or the postcard
workspace (see Figure 6.6). In the current version of the demonstrator, only the SMS
and postcard workspaces have been implemented. SMS can be processed on the
augmented table (see Figure 6.7) or on the PDA.

The ring area
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Figure 6.1. Postcards are displayed
by themes on the wall. At the bottom,
icons denote the physical tables of
the café. The user is sitting at Table
#3. He can select a theme using the
laser beam.

Figure 6.2. The user has selected the
theme “Monuments of Paris”. A
miniature picture of the theme is
attached to the laser beam.

Figure 6.3. The user drops the
miniature picture onto Table #3 icon.
Oostcards of the theme are displayed
on the table accordingly.

Table#3 Icon

Miniature Picture
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Figure 6.4. The postcard workspace.
Postcards of the selected theme are
laid out on the table. In the center, the
verso of the postcard for writing
messages. At any time, the user can
change the recto (i.e., the picture) by
selecting a new one with the GLOSS
clicker.

Figure 6.5. Thumbnails to switch
between workspaces. The user is
currently in the postcard workspace.
The presence of the PDA icon
denotes the connection of the PDA to
the cluster. The presence of the “La
Poste” icon indicates that the
connection to the external world is
available. In the postcard workspace,
clicking the “Save” button provides a
way to transfer the current postcard
to the PDA. Clicking the “Send”
button, sends the current postcard to
the recipient user.

Figure 6.6. In the SMS workspace,
postcards are replaced with SMS
messages. As for the postcard
workspace, the central editing area
supports SMS management tasks:
Typing a message, sending,
forwarding a message, etc. Again, the
presence of the PDA icon denotes the
connection of the PDA to the cluster
along with the number of received
messages (e.g., 2 in our example).
The antenna icon indicates that the
connection with the SMS service is
currently available.

Figures 7.1 to 7.3 illustrate the interaction with the PDA. As for the table, the task space
is structured according to the PostCard, SMS, and trail workspaces. In addition, the
“keyboard” thumbnail allows the user to use the PDA as an instrument for the table.
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Figure 7.1. The postcard
workspace. At the top, the
list of postcards with the
date and time of
acquisition along with a
short title.

Figure 7.2. When selecting
the “Sacre Coeur” postcard,
the bottom part of the screen
shows the picture of the
postcard. When clicking the
“Text” button, the user will
get the message side of the
postcard.

Figure 7.3. The PDA used
as a keyboard. The user can
choose to communicate
with the table on a character
basis or on a line basis.
Typing a return character or
pressing the “Send” button
denotes ans end of line.

6.2.3. THE DEMONSTRATOR AND THE FRAMEWORK IN SUMMARY

In this section, we summarize the characteristics of the demonstrator using the
concepts and dimensions of our framework.

Description

In its current implementation, the demonstrator is an heterogeneous cluster composed
of:

. Three computational resources: two PC’s to handle the wall and the table
respectively, running the JDK 1.4 Java Virtual Machine on top of Windows, and
one PDA running JDK 1.3.1 on top of Savaje.

. Three surfaces: one immutable public surface (the wall), one semi-public, semi-
movable (the table), and a private graspable surface (the PDA screen).

. Three instruments: the GLOSS clicker, the laser pointer and the PDA tactile pad and
stylus;

. Two actuators (video projectors) statically coupled respectively to an immutable
surface (the wall) and a semi-movable surface (the table).

. Two sensors (cameras) statically coupled respectively with an immutable surface
(the wall) and a semi-movable surface (the table).
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The cluster is primarily static: core resources, as well as interaction resources are
known in advance. However, the PDA (and only the PDA) can dynamically appear in
(or disappear from) the cluster.

The coupling of instruments to surfaces may vary dynamically: the laser pointer and the
GLOSS clicker are interchangeable.  Although the GLOSS clicker has been designed
for horizontal surfaces, it can be used to manipulate information on the wall as well
(provided that the user does not occlude the LED with his body). Similarly, the laser
pointer can be used to manipulate information on the table (although unsteadiness of the
arm may be more salient in this condition). From the user’s perspective, the coupling is
implicit (i.e., there is no need to tell the system that now “I am using the GLOSS clicker
for the wall”).

The role of the PDA can change dynamically: it can be used as an input character
instrument or as a full-fledged personal digital assistant. As an instrument, the coupling
is directed (it is assigned to the table and to the table only) and explicit (there is a
“keyboard” mode!)

Relationships between the user and system observation and action surfaces have been
discussed in Section 5.3.

Requirements of the demonstrator for I-AM at the windowing level.

Input instruments are abstracted away as “pointing devices” and “character input
devices”. This capacity supports dynamic interchangeability described above between
pointing instruments and between character instruments.

Graphical user interfaces can be rotated and drawn from any reference point in a plane.
However the topology of the rendering surfaces and input devices is still implicit.

Although we are able to track and locate instruments, the demonstrator is unable to
locate the position of the user relative to the interaction resources. As a result, the user
has to perform an additional articulatory task using the “ring area”.

Requirements for I-AM at the toolkit level.

Distribution of the user interface is static: Postcard themes (and more generally, public
services) are rendered on the wall whereas SMS, postcard, etc. (and more generally,
private services) are allocated to (and replicated on, plasticity apart) both the table and
the PDA.

No migration mechanism of the user interface is needed: Although the user can save
and retrieve domain concepts (e.g., postcards and SMS messages) between surfaces,
these are copies or clones of the original object. A copy is not the object itself.

7. CONCLUSION

This initial framework sets the foundations for reasoning about the design of multi-
surface interaction for global smart spaces. The concepts, their properties and relations
have been devised so that they can serve both the design of foundational tools for
developing multi-surface user interfaces, and user-centered approaches to system
design.  A simple demonstrator has been developed as a prospective experimental tool.
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This conceptual framework is incomplete. As indicated in the GLOSS project work
plan, it will be completed and revisited during the last year of the project. In addition, an
Interaction Abstract Machine will be specified, developed, and applied to a GLOSS
multi-surface interaction demonstrator which, in turn, will support the trail, hearsay and
radar tools of the GLOSS project.
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ANNEX1: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MULTI-SURFACE

DEMONSTRATOR

Figure A.1 shows the process decomposition of the system and the allocation of the
processes to the three processors of the cluster: A PC for the wall, a PC for the table,
and the PDA. Given the purpose of the demonstrator, a classic straightforward ad-hoc
client-server model has been used.

A MySQL database maintains the set of themes, and for each theme, the postcards of
the theme. A database client is launched on the Wall-PC as well as on the Table-PC to
access the set of themes and the postcards of a theme respectively. In addition, the Wall-
PC runs a server for handling the dynamic connections and exchanges with Table-PC’s.
Symmetrically, a Table-PC includes a Table client process to communicate with the
Wall-PC. It runs a PDA’s server in order to manage links with PDA’s clients. Table
PC’s and PDA’s, which are opened to the GLOSS infrastructure, include a GLOSS
client. One can refer to D8 for a description of the GLOSS infrastructure. Servers create
a thread per connected client.

Connectors between the client-server processes are implemented as sockets and
messages are structured as XML text strings (See Figure A.2). Figure A.3 shows the
UML diagram that details the protocol across the sockets.
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Figure A.1. The process decomposition of the multi-surface demonstrator. Arrows
denote message passing between processes.

SMS Messages

<SMS>

<DATE>

Creation date (String)

</DATE>

<FROM>

Sender name (String)

</FROM>

<TEXT>

SMS content (String)

</TEXT>

</SMS>

Postcard Messages

<POSTCARD>

<NAME>

Postcard name (String)

</NAME>

<PICT>

Postcard picture (Byte[])

</PICT>

<INFO>

                      Additional info about the postcard

< /INFO>

</POSTCARD>

Figure A.2. XML definitions for messages.
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Figure A.3. The message protocol across the sockets.

Figure A.3 shows the object decomposition of the code that runs on a Table-PC. Let
us focus on the implementation of the graphical user interface. At the core of the
graphical rendering is the JFrame Table object that manages a stack of graphical layers
through a JLayeredPane:

. At the bottom of the stack, an opaque background layer which contains the white
ring.
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. On top of the background layer, there is one opaque layer per application workspace
(e.g., a postcards layer, a trail and a SMS layer). The layer of the current active
workspace is on top of this sub-stack.

. On top of the workspace layers, one finds the utilities layer, a transparent layer that
contains opaque widgets such as the PDA and SMS icons.

. At the very top of the stack is the event layer, a transparent layer that receives events
generated, for example, by abstracted input devices. From the x,y location of the
event, the event layer, through the JlayeredPane object, identifies the GLOSS
graphic object and dispatches the event to this object.

Names of GLOSS graphic objects are prefixed by character G.  G-objects are
specialization of Java graphic objects to override refresh methods in order to support
rotation. For example, a GButton, which is a specialization of a Jpanel calls the rotation
manager object to paint itself when needed. The rotation manager object owns the
current coordinate reference point which models the rotation angle between the absolute
constant reference coordinates and the current position of the user. The rotation
manager is in charge of the affine transform between the two coordinate systems for
both input mouse events and for painting.

Figure A.3. Object decomposition of the code allocated to a Table-PC. This UML
diagram has been generated from the Java source code.
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